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Abstract 
The main determination of this paper is to catch out the relations of Islamic financing and key macroeconomic 
and financial variables. In this paper we use the structural vector auto regression approach to check the 
behaviour of the Islamic financing that how much operative in Malaysia. This paper determines that the Islamic 
financing positively effects in Malaysia and due to the Islamic financing price level was shocks and financing 
chances increases. The Islamic banks are protected from the interest rate this is the very big for everything. In the 
dual banking system Islamic banking practices are not affected by the monitory policy. In Islamic banking 
industry, the various macroeconomic variables on Islamic financing is vital. 
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Introduction 
The Islamic banking system is the substitute to the conventional banking system it has a significant feature of 
global financial. Numerous other countries implement the Islamic banking system. Iran fully transformed 
banking system into the Islamic banking system. Malaysia and Bahrain select double banking system and they 
strive the conventional banks through Islamic banks operate side by side. In Islamic banking system there should 
not be the conception of interest rate.  
Operations of Islamic banking systems are equity based or asset based in like financing and deposit 
taking. Some says that if you measured the principles of Islamic banking systems escape from recent financial 
crisis Ahmed 2009 Hassan and Kayed 2009. The Islamic banking system is sheltered from the interest rate while 
Islamic banks perform double banking system. The program of commercial banks or the interest rate risk comes 
from the disparities in the interest rate Rosly 1999 Kadar and leong 2009.  
Conventional banks variations in the interest rate through this form of risk in Islamic banks through the 
dual banking system this is noted by the Ibrahim and Sukmana in 2011. For example if the interest rate is 
enlarged the investor gets more return on his investment. Due to the holding of fixed return assets the Islamic 
banks force to offer higher returns.  
When the peoples go with the conventional banks it shrink the capability of Islamic banks. The stability 
of Islamic banking system and its risk management the assessment and understanding of nature Islamic banks 
activities, interest rates and macroeconomic variables. This research paper expresses you the behaviour of 
Islamic financing banks and relationship of interest rate and other macroeconomic variables.  
This analysis conducted in the Malaysia country. It has a very good advanced banking system. The 
banking system of Malaysia is experienced to reshuffle process after the Asian crisis. After the Asian crisis, in 
the Malaysia there is a speedy growth of Islamic banking system by this acceptance they got well growth in 
Islamic financing and deposits. After 1998 to 2010, Malaysia got the annual growth rate of 25.8 and 24.7 per 
cent as Islamic financing and deposits after the Asian crisis 1997 to 1998.  
The annual growth rates of loans of total banks and deposits were noted as 6.3 and 8.1 per cent. After 
this successful growth rate Islamic banks to total bank loans got 2 per cent in year 1998 and outstanding more 
than 18 per cent on the year 2010. After this remarkable growth rate per cent changes in 1998 to 2010 the 
Islamic deposits to total banks deposits ratio is greater than before with 2.6 per cent in 1998 and remarkable 
more than 19 per cent in 2010.  
After these growth rates the Islamic banking system has great attendance in the Islamic banking 
industry and the roles, procedures and representation Islamic banking system services is decisive to every banks 
for financial growth and steadiness. In order to achieve Islamic financing and several macroeconomics variables 
like real output, price level, and stock price by applying structural vector auto regression approach.  
 
Structural Vector Auto regression Approach (SVAR) 
In this research, we use the VAR an econometric model that tells us the dynamic interactions between Islamic 
and other macroeconomic variables. So let’s see the table below; 
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 Islamic Financing Islamic Deposits 
Year Total (mil 
RM) 
Growth (%) Ratio to 
total loans 
Total (mil 
RM) 
Growth (%) Total (mil 
RM) 
1998 7317.50 - 1.77 11234.80 - 2.60 
1999 13843 63.75 3.50 22950.70 71.43 5.03 
2000 21049.70 41.91 5.06 32107.10 33.57 6.82 
2001 28467.20 30.19 6.58 41770.20 26.31 8.72 
2002 37425.60 27.36 8.28 47493.70 12.84 9.42 
2003 49406.20 27.77 10.43 49863.30 4.87 9.00 
2004 59936.20 19.32 11.66 58794.10 16.48 9.42 
2005 69941.40 15.44 12.53 65369.40 10.60 9.43 
2006 78518.30 11.57 13.24 99177.80 41.69 12.21 
2007 89867.60 13.50 13.95 111780.30 11.96 12.87 
2008 107721.80 18.12 14.83 154860.90 32.60 15.93 
2009 134973.50 22.55 17.23 188838.80 19.84 17.77 
2010 162081.60 18.30 18.35 218412.60 14.55 19.19 
These are the figures of Bank Negara in Malaysia. In these figures u can see the Islamic financing and 
deposits growth is constantly increasing as well as ratio to loans or deposits from the year 1998 to 2010.  
 
Literature Review 
The performance of bank credit or financing has prepared convict much based on experience interest, especially 
in bright of coming back money business crises in nearby decades and based on experience decisions in law 
pointing in the direction of the in the middle undertakings of bank credit in making increase mass troubles and in 
accounting for money business changing state.  
While the main chief place in the literature has been on the goings-on of bank credit in the money-
related sending power apparatuses, the so named credit view some have directly appreciated the relations 
between bank credit and its macroeconomic elements.  
The having actuality studies have most importantly put at point at which rays come together on bank 
giving for a time behaviour under a limited by agreement banking system or without making of note between 
limited by agreement. Interesting among these studies are Fase 1995 for The Netherlands Calza et Al. 2003 to 
2006 for the Euro area, Hofmann 2004 for several with great industries countries, Inoguchi for Malaysia 
Singapore and Thailand and Ibrahim and Shah 2012 For Malaysia.  
In an immediate account, Kassim et Al. 2009 look at the kindliness of both banks financing and 
deposits to money related design shocks for the example of Malaysia using a guide autoregressive (VAR) 
framework. They join in the VAR the rapid interest rate to take money-related design shocks to do with industry 
producing list of words in a book user price list of words in a book true exchange rate and a bank’s balance not 
fixed in value Islamic following financing Islamic following deposits limited by agreement loans or limited by 
agreement deposits.  
Islamic banking processes are free from interest these intentions are functional to monthly data from 
January 1996 to December 2006 and they reveal that the Islamic financing and deposits cannot change into 
interest rates. The conventional banks are full of interest rates. Ibrahim and Sukmana 2011 further discuss the 
Islamic banking financing and get the monthly data of January 1998 to June 2009 and applying non causation 
test and VAR.  
The practice of Islamic financing build up the monetary policy which is negatively impact in the 
Islamic financing. Ibrahim ans Sukmana says that the Islamic financing provides the flexibility to the stock 
market. Kassim and Majid says that the conventional and Islamic both are in financial blows. The practices of 
Islamic financing on the property financing are very crucial and got positive response in the lending rate. After 
these evidences all the researcher got the point that these studies are limited and this subject needed more 
investigation.  
 
Conclusion 
In light of vibrant development of Islamic banking and increasing penetration of Islamic financing in credit 
markets in Malaysia, the present paper evaluates the dynamics of Islamic financing using the SVAR framework. 
Apart from estimating the basic level SVAR system consisting of real industrial production, price level, interest 
rate, Islamic financing and stock prices, the paper also experiments with alternative SVAR specifications for 
robustness evaluation of the basic results. In the alternative specifications, we run the SVAR using the variables 
in their first difference, as well as adding alternatively the exchange rate measure and domestic oil prices to form 
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two six-variable SVAR systems. In general, the basic results demonstrate robustness to these alternative SVAR 
specifications. 
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